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A hot foil transfer solution that broadens the capabilities of the M40 Deep 
Vice* and expands your market. 

* for others machines, consult us

It's brilliantly simple.

At the cutting edge of innovation.

The ArtFoil is designed to fit the M40 
Deep Vice.
The complete solution is ready to 
use: no need for additional training 
on neither machine nor software. 

The ArtFoil is a unique solution 
based on an innovation patented by 
Gravotech.
Easily switch from hot foil to 
engraving in seconds.

Hot Stamping Made Efficient.

The ArtFoil eliminates expensive dies and costly set-up times, making even single 
item hot foiling cost effective.

You are evolving, so is your M40.

ArtFoil allows for new revenue streams using the same machine.
Engrave anything from plastic to stainless steel, and also hot foil anything from gift 
boxes to leather and wooden gifts.



Foil rolls available in Gold, Silver, Black 
& White.

ArtFoil Rolls

Functionalities :

Software: GravoStyleTM

The ArFoil is driven by engraving software GravoStyle™ (version 7 and above)

- Point & Shoot laser positioning, no measuring needed
- True coordinates for positioning (no offset due to the hot spindle)
- Ease of use and performance of your GravoStyleTM software for job composition
- Overflow management
- Two color foiling for stunning finish
- Compatible with DedicaceTM handwriting software option and 2DFilling
- Use of the complete library of fonts, symbols and graphics available in GravoStyle™

The ArtFoil kit includes: 

• Hot Spindle
• Easy on/off Spindle Assembly
• Product Support Table
• Foil Rolls Dispensers with Clamps
• ArtFoil Transformer
• Interface box
• Gold Foil Roll

Technical Specs

. Compatible with M40 Deep Vice

. Voltage: 100V, 115V, 230V

. Heat Temperature Range: 110-130° C

. Initial use Heat Time: 15 seconds



Applications

Optimal results on materials such 
as leather, raw wood and imitation 
leather.

Engravers
Stationery - Book stores
Printing shops
Gifts and Souvenirs shops
Telephony
Online personalization
Jewelers
Leather shops
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